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Round I: Economics 

1. How should the federal government help fossil fuel-reliant states and communities? 
2. How can businesses attract workers back to historically low-wage jobs? 
3. Will supply chain disruptions slow down the economic recovery? 
4. Is crypto-currency really the mainstream medium of exchange of the future? 
5. Should the Federal Reserve raise interest rates? 
6. Was Build Back Better a lost opportunity for the economy? 
7. Why does the American public continue to feel negative about the economic recovery? 
8. How important is the rolling back of Trump-era tariffs on Japanese steel? 
9. Is the American public underestimating the pace of the economy’s recovery? 
10. Should American cities use rent control measures to keep housing affordable? 
11. Will the US see a revival of unionization 2022? 
12. What is fueling high energy prices in the US? 
13. Should Sarah Bloom Raskin be confirmed as the Federal Reserve’s top bank supervisor? 
14. Should Congress restore the Child Tax Credit? 
15. Why are residential property values beginning to stabilize? 
16. Should the US raise the national minimum wage to $15 per hour? 
17. Are we about to see runaway inflation in the US? 
18. Can the auto industry quickly recover from current disruptions? 
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Round II:  US Domestic Politics 

1. Is Mike Pence Republicans’ best hope for 2024? 
2. Will Republicans take back the Senate in 2022? 
3. How well did President Biden manage his first year in office? 
4. Should Democrats prioritize voting rights protections or the Build Back Better Act? 
5. What should be the Democrats’ national strategy to minimize losses in the 2022 midterms? 
6. Will Democrats hold on to the House of Representatives in 2022? 
7. What Should a federal elections reform package include? 
8. How should the typical state redistricting process change? 
9. What will Jeff Zucker’s resignation mean for US politics? 
10. What should Democrats offer Senator Manchin to win his loyalty? 
11. Does Joe Manchin represent the future of the Democratic Party?  
12. Are Republican voters leaving Trump behind? 
13. How should negotiators settle a compromise for the omnibus spending bill? 
14. What will Mitch McConnell’s war of words with the RNC mean for his party? 
15. Should members of Congress be prohibited from trading stocks while in office? 
16. Which Republican Senator is most likely to lose their reelection campaign in the 2022 midterms? 
17. Will the investigation into Representative Matt Gaetz’s alleged indiscretions sink his reelection bid? 
18. Is John Fetterman the Democrats’ best shot at winning the open Pennsylvania Senate seat? 
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Round III: US Foreign Policy 

1. Is President Biden following the best path with Russia? 
2. What can the US expect to change with Olaf Scholz as Germany’s new chancellor? 
3. If Russia invades Ukraine, how should the US respond? 
4. Should the US end its support for Haiti’s government? 
5. How close are we to ending the threat of ISIS? 
6. How should the US respond to Iranian attacks on American assets in Syria? 
7. Should the US join the Comprehensive and Progressive Agreement for Trans-Pacific Partnership 

(CPTPP)? 
8. Has the US reclaimed its leadership role on Climate Change? 
9. Should the US pursue a stronger relationship with Honduras and its new Castro Administration? 
10. Is the AUKUS alliance an effective counterbalance to China? 
11. Has the US done enough to mend its relationship with France after the AUKUS fallout? 
12. Has the US lost its leadership role as the world’s promoter of democracy? 
13. Should the US worry about Hungary’s relationship with China? 
14. How worried should the US be about the warming relations between Russia and China? 
15. Why has the Biden Administration failed to hold Saudi Arabia accountable for its war in Yemen? 
16. Has the US done enough to affirm its commitment to NATO? 
17. How well has the Biden Administration managed America’s trade interests in its first year? 
18. Will talks between the US and Iran salvage the JCPOA nuclear deal? 
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Round IV: Social, Educational and Technology Issues 

1. Has technology expanded or narrowed real personal freedom? 
2. Are there messages we can take from this year’s winter Olympics? 
3. Was the Biden Administration wise to cancel mining leases in the Boundary Waters Canoe Area 

Wilderness? 
4. Does Hawaii offer a viable model for incentivizing greener public utilities? 
5. Should legacy preferences in college admissions be abolished? 
6. Should more colleges and universities move away from standardized tests as admission criteria? 
7. Do fake meat products offer a more environmentally friendly alternative? 
8. Should Congress implement President Biden’s offshore wind plan? 
9. Is the controversy over “Maus” In Tennessee an anomaly, or a sign of something deeper in the US? 
10. Should Spotify end its relationship with Joe Rogan? 
11. How can the federal government incentivize switching from gas to electric vehicles? 
12. Is Texas adequately prepared for potential energy disruptions this winter? 
13. Is it too late to blunt climate change? 
14. Is there a deeper societal significance behind the recent trend toward brazen shoplifting? 
15. Should the Department of Justice block the Microsoft-Activision merger? 
16. Do John Deere’s autonomous tractors signal a new era in agriculture? 
17. Does Rivian offer real competition to Tesla in the electric vehicle market? 
18. How can the US encourage higher adoption rates of solar energy panels? 
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Quarter-Finals: Foreign Politics and Regional Affairs 

1. How should we understand the Canadian trucker protest? 
2. Are we reaching a turning point in the story of Taiwan? 
3. Will Somaliland’s bid for independence be successful? 
4. Will new efforts by Ethiopia to resolve the conflict in Tigray be successful? 
5. Will delayed elections in Libya improve the likelihood of forming a stable government? 
6. What should South Africa do to improve its ailing economy? 
7. What should be the top priority of the incoming Castro Administration in Honduras? 
8. Why is Ferdinand Marcos Jr the frontrunner in the upcoming Filipino presidential elections? 
9. How should Australia reform its immigration policies to be more humane? 
10. Why has North Korea started 2022 with several missile tests? 
11. What should be Turkey’s path out of financial crisis?  
12. How should Pakistani Prime Minister Imran Khan respond to criticism from his own political party? 
13. Will violence undermine Iraq’s pursuit of democracy? 
14. Did reversal of India’s farm laws expose Prime Minister Modi’s political weaknesses? 
15. What is causing the economic collapse of Afghanistan? 
16. How should the UAE respond to the recent attacks by Houthi rebels? 
17. Does Brazilian President Jair Bolsonaro deserve reelection? 
18. How likely is Colombia to elect Ingrid Betancourt as its new president? 
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Semi-Finals: Europe 

1. Is Vladimir Putin really planning on invading Ukraine? 
2. How risky for Putin’s popularity in Russia is a war with Ukraine? 
3. Is there a peaceful solution to the Ukraine crisis? 
4. Is Emmanuel Macron the new leader of Europe? 
5. Is Macron placing a wise bet on nuclear energy? 
6. How big a threat to Macron are French Covid policy protests? 
7. What does Italy’s crisis over an election of a president mean for that country’s future? 
8. Will the Ukraine crisis result in a weaker or stronger NATO? 
9. How worried should Baltic countries be about Russia? 
10. How well has Olaf Scholz managed the start of his term as Germany's Chancellor? 
11. Should Boris Johnson resign? 
12. Should Britain be regretting Brexit? 
13. Is Europe re-opening in the face of Covid too quickly? 

 

Finals: Constitutional and Legal Issues 

1. Whom should President Biden pick for the Supreme Court? 
2. Should the Supreme Court be expanded? 
3. Should there be a term limit on Supreme Court justices? 
4. How should the Supreme Court rule in the Harvard and UNC affirmative action cases? 
5. How should the Supreme Court rule in the Cruz campaign finance case? 
6. How should the Supreme Court decide the Kennedy v. Bremerton School District case about a coach’s 

post-game prayers? 
7. Should Donald Trump be prosecuted for removing documents from the White House? 
8. Is the apparent bipartisan cooperation on reforming the Electoral Count Act a significant sign of hope 

for a deeply divided USA? 


